
   

 

 

Describe your role and responsibilities   

My role within my apprenticeship is as a 
mechanical fitter. Being so new to the 
environment and area of work I have been 
attempting and learning a variety of skills 
within everyone’s job. 

What’s it like being an apprentice at tpgroup? 

I have been at TPG Maritime for a few months 
and so far have been treated really well by all 
members within the company and have had 
the support from all my colleagues. 

How does the Apprentice Scheme work? 
 

I attend four days at the TPG Maritime site 
and perform regular work. I have a one-day 
release on a Thursday where I attend a PETA 
engineering site with many others following 
an engineering apprenticeship. There I learn 
the basic skills and specific skills required for 
my job and engineering in general. 

What was your apprenticeship route?  
 

I didn’t want to follow a regular learning 
scheme because I wanted more practical time 
learning. And at an apprenticeship I am able 
to have a practical insight into to the world of 
engineering and have real experience within 
the role. This is something I had thought 
about during my time at school. 

 

 

 

 

How easy is it to apply at TP Group?  

Applying for the apprenticeship was really 
easy because, when finding it on the 
government website, I was put in contact with 
PETA who helped organise everything leading 
up my interview process. 

What are your career ambitions?  

I want to stay close to my current role but 
would be open to branching out and having 
more experience in other areas of 
engineering.  

What do you enjoy doing outside work? 

I am a very active person and spend a lot of 
time outdoors whether it’s with friends or 
training. 

What advice would you give to others?  

In an apprenticeship it’s not always about the 
on-the-job learning. It’s about taking others’ 
experiences and learning from those who 
have been where you are. 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Logan Cooksley  
Apprentice Pipefitter Technician - Level 3 
Logan started his pipefitter technician apprenticeship at TPG Maritime in 
January 2023 


